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the majority does occasionally spot the great author or
musician.
The cure of one very able lad was only begun when he
was taught sufficient psychology to understand that he
was just as much a victim of suggestion as the ordinary
people whom he despised. The urge to come to a con-
clusion, it was pointed out, is always more or less emotional,
but the conclusion should be reached in accordance with
the laws of thought and not at the command of a feeling
of opposition.
Children with Intellectual Difficulties
All children and all men, of course, have intellectual
difficulties, but here the type that is under discussion con-
sists of those children who are of average or even superior
intelligence and yet do not get on at school. They are
either reputed lazy and capable of doing better or they
are good at most subjects but very poor at one or two—
generally, arithmetic or handwork in some of its many
forms.
As was suggested in Chapter V, poor work is often
an attempt to get attention without making effort, and
hence it may be caused by either some emotional difficulty
or fault in will training. But the work demanded of the
child may be so little worth effort that he does not exert
himself to do it well. He should, of course, feel it his
duty to do it well and feel ashamed at such easy work con-
quering him, but if he felt like that he would not be
himself.
Such children at once improve if they are set to work
with their intellectual equals when they can be taught in
a way that uses all their native intelligence and special
aptitudes.1 But if this is not possible it is another ex-
tremely cogent argument for far more individual work.
Children may have to work in one room, but there is
1 See, for example, the account given of John, pp. 55-6.

